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alling from the top of a 16-foot retaining wall, breaking your leg, getting rescued by paramedics with a
hoist and ladder, and then almost being prosecuted for trespassing isn’t the way most chefs obtain
their signature ingredient, but Anthony Gerbino was pleased with his haul that March day in 2019. 

“We served the mushrooms that fell with me that night,” he says. “That’s what I’m most proud of.”
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At Julia’s Vegetarian, the restaurant in
Pacific Grove, Calif., that Gerbino has
owned since 2016, mushrooms are stars

of dishes like the crimini- and portobello-
stuffed tamale pie. They’re the inspiration for
the decor and the restaurant’s spore-print
logo. They’re the reason Julia’s 92 seats see
three turns on weekends. And they’re the
obsession of a chef whose moment has come.
In a year in which food forecasters have
declared mushrooms an “it” ingredient,
Gerbino has found his cafe riding a wave of
interest in a brain-boosting, adaptogenic food
with the umami gravitas to satisfy even
diehard carnivores. 

“People are becoming aware of mushrooms
and wanting to understand them,” he says.
“We’re part of a growing movement.”

Spaghetti al fungi PHOTO: CHEYENNE ELLIS

Monterey County’s only sit-down vegetarian restaurant, Julia’s serves 21 varieties of mushrooms,
many of which Gerbino wild-harvests. A forager since his teens, he marks the passing of time by fungi.
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“You get lobster mushrooms in August and September,” he says. “Then chanterelles start. Then
matsutakes come in. Then you get porcini, then lilaceps. Chanterelles are still going strong, and then
it’s candy cap season here. We’ve got black trumpets in the middle, then we’re onto morels, and
finally, we’re back to lobsters.” 

So goes a year on the Monterey Peninsula. It’s an area suited to fruiting spores: average
temperatures in the 60s, little seasonal variation, and plenty of humidity from coastal fog. Barring the
swings brought by global warming, “the climate is just about right,” notes Gerbino. “And from a
hunter’s perspective, there’s lots of open space and many different zones for mushrooms: mixed
forest, pines, oaks, cypress.” Gerbino has lawns he harvests for lilaceps, which love a good soaking
from a sprinkler. He scavenges mushrooms from the scruff outside Trader Joe’s. And he keeps 14
foragers employed for Julia’s, working the spots he’s shown them. Mushrooms he can’t find in the wild
he sources from Santa Cruz’s Far West Fungi, one of many fungus farms ringing Monterey Bay,
where it’s easy to match the growing conditions indoors with the mushroom-friendly temperature
outside.

Gerbino’s interest in mushrooms is holistic. He cares about the neurotrophic benefits of lion’s mane
and the antitumor potential of cordyceps. He ran a stunt ad for Julia’s in the local paper that detailed
how to find and what to do with psychedelic Psilocybe mushrooms. And if you ask him to name the
inspiration behind a bathroom mural depicting a mushroom shaman copied from a 9,000-year-old
Algerian cave painting, he’ll say, “Tripping.”

Clockwise from top: lion’s mane, baby shiitake, dried porcini, blue oyster PHOTO: CHEYENNE ELLIS
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But at the restaurant, his focus is culinary. For breakfast in the plant-filled backyard, the vegan French
toast comes with a coconut caramel sauce containing sweet, maple-like candy cap powder (recipe
(https://plateonline.com/recipes/vegan-wild-mushroom-french-toast)). Later in the day, guests can start with an
earthy plate of fried baby blue oyster mushrooms, and move onto a roasted vegetable salad topped
with lion’s manes, which approximate crabmeat. For an entrée, they might dig into white wine-sauced
spaghetti squash al fungi, a pasta mimic tossed with a blend of portobello, crimini, shiitake, and oyster
mushrooms, and topped with crunchy orange cordyceps. 

Gerbino center-cuts and grills porcini, dressing them in garlic and lemon-truffle vinaigrette and serving
them with a steak knife. He sautés hunks of their stems, which resemble scallops in the way they pull
apart along their grain. Meaty lilaceps fill calzones. Chanterelles top flatbread. Gerbino beer batter-
fries pungent matsutake for vegan fish ’n’ chips, and he serves a lobster mushroom chowder (recipe
(https://plateonline.com/recipes/lobster-mushroom-chowder)) that sells “faster than we can make it.” 

But given the high cost of mushrooms, they're not automatically used in every dish; he also just offers
mushrooms for a small extra charge as an add-on to his yellow coconut curry or other regular menu
item. It’s a strategy that keeps his prices in the mid-range. “The cordyceps, for instance, are $18 a
pound, so you can’t just go ham with them,” he says. Diners are free to choose from among fungi, but
they’re wise to take his suggestions. “When I get a new mushroom in, instead of creating some new
dish, I go through and pair the entire menu,” says Gerbino. “That way, you’re not ordering a morel on
some saucy dish where you’ll never taste it.”

Chanterelle flatbread PHOTO: ANTHONY GERBINO
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Then he prepares those mushrooms using exacting techniques. For “the biggest beasts”—a once-a-
year find, like a three-pound porcini—sous vide helps achieve the right internal temperature. He starts
wild morels and lilaceps in a pan full of water so compounds that might otherwise cause stomach
distress have time to evaporate with the liquid. For most of his dishes, Gerbino uses a dry sauté,
crowding the mushrooms and adding plenty of salt to pull out their moisture and a touch of water so
they won’t stick. 

“Then you can walk away and not worry about them,” he says. Once all the liquid dissipates, he adds
fat. This way, he gets well-seared mushrooms cooked all the way through. To amp up flavor, he
uses truffle salt made from fresh truffles he dehydrates and grinds in-house. 

Given mushrooms’ growing popularity, Gerbino has been thinking beyond the kitchen. Along with Cal
Poly student Alayna Witham, he’s R&Ding a mushroom-growing operation for varieties not found at
other farms in the area: lilaceps, morels, cauliflower mushrooms that he cooks until al dente and uses
like pasta, floral blewits in shades of purple. “If we can figure out how to grow these for ourselves, we
can have crazy availability,” he says. As the tumble that put him out of commission for three months
illustrates, foraging is an adventure. But for a chef that goes through 400 pounds of mushrooms a
week, the next logical step is to farm his own. 

Betsy Andrews is a freelance food and drink writer and poet based in Brooklyn.
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